
DUNLOP GP 
RACER D211
Born from the D211 
race product, the GP 
Racer is tamed a little 
for road-legal use, but 
the intention remains 
the same – to provide 
constantly low laps. 
The rear uses N-Tec 
construction (short for, 
er, New Technology), 
which features a nylon 
carcass overlaid with 
two nylon breaker 
belts and aramid fi bre 
belt. This provides 
cooler running and 
decent straight line 
stability, while the 
steel bead o� ers 
improved feel at the 
edge. The D211 GP 
Racer is a multi-
compound tyre at the 
rear, using seven tread 
zones, hard in the 
centre, soft at the 
edges, and separated 
by a support region to 
cope with the meat of 
a bike’s drive. The front 
tyre is also multi-
compound and uses 
two nylon carcass lies 
and an N-Tec steel 
bead to improve 
stability under braking 
and at decent levels of 
lean. The N-Tec feature 
enables very low levels 
of pressure to be run, 
and the less pressure 
you run the bigger the 
contact patch will be – 
maximum grip has 
been engineered in at 
50-degrees. Three 
compounds are 
available, a soft, 
medium and 
endurance.

Available sizes
120/70ZR17
160/60ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/55ZR17
200/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.75kg
Rear: 6.68kg (180-section)

Time
Wednesday 9.45/10.50am

Temperatures
Ambient: 18
Track: 15

Pressures
Front: 30psi
Rear: 17psi
Hot Rear: 24psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 60/54
Rear (right/left): 91/74

Stiffness
Front: 49 Shore A
Rear: 49 Shore A 

While Dunlop’s SportSmarts 
ran road pressures on 
track, the D211s were 
clearly on rations at the 
rear, with the N-Tec 
construction only 

requiring 17psi in the rear. And the fi rst 
laps felt that everything was wrong, with 
it taking two laps to feel comfortable.

But once it got that introduction out 
of its system, the D211s just got better 
and better. And then better. Both front 
and rear felt fabulous, transforming the 
ZX-6R into a truly dynamic package. In the 
faster, longer turns it was the fi rst time the peg 
decked out, and getting on the gas generated so 
much force on the shock that the front really got 
fl appy on a number of occasions. I was happy with 
the set-up on the bike, bar for a few tyres that 

Dunlop
gp racer d211 merited more work, the D211s were one such tyre.

The front allowed me to explore the track more, 
arcing deep into the bottom right turn and allowing 
me to be my most aggressive through the next left. 
The left in the complex felt slow and clumsy on 

some tyres, but it felt so natural on the 
Dunlops thanks to the confi dence at big 

lean angles. Adjustments are easily made 
to factor in changes in speed or line. 

The harder dual compound in the 
middle of the tyre supports the front well 
under braking, and it takes a lot of lean 

to get the softer part to move much more.
A couple of squirms onto the back 

straight, taken fl at out in fourth, brought me back 
to reality, but generally this was proper piss taking 
territory. I found myself on the paint on exits lap 
after lap, but perfectly happy treading the fi ne line 
between Tarmac and terror. Almost total control.

  The left in the complex felt so natural 
thanks to the confi dence at big lean angles  ”
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Available sizes
120/70ZR17
160/60ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/55ZR17
200/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.75kg
Rear: 6.63kg (190-section)

Time
Wednesday 9.45/10.50am

Temperatures
Ambient: 18
Track: 15

Pressures
Front: 30psi
Rear: 17psi
Hot Rear: 24psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 70/63
Rear (right/left): 95/75

Stiffness
Front: 48 Shore A
Rear: 48 Shore A 

warm up 4 not surprisingly, 17psi feels weird 
without heat in the tyre. long warm up.

turn in 8 what it lacks in pace, it makes up for in 
control and stability. mint in fast stuff

side grip 9 stable and lashings of grip off the 
throttle. ability to hold a perfect line. 

acceleration grip 10 unrivalled drive and grip at any part 
of the rear tyre’s profile. no squat. 

braking stability 9 stability is the key. no flex to worry 
hard braking, tracks surface well.

consistency 9 if any tyre had a magic ten, it’d be the 
best tyre in the world. so predictable.

heat cycle 9 grip dropped before second session but 
came back. not so needy on warm up.

overall 8 quick time, amazing traction, and well 
balanced, but like more from front.
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dunlop gp racer d211 mins mph seconds force (g) seconds seconds degrees degrees mph seconds

bmw s 1000 rr 1:20.217 153.39 4.062 1.02 14.125 14.312 46.8 41.6 39.4 8.003
kawasaki zx-6r 1:23.578 132.27 4.125 0.79 15.125 14.562 45.3 45.5 41.3 9.250
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bmw s 1000 rr
alastair ‘a-force’ fagan

5 they feel vague for at least a lap, you have 
to build things up slowly.

9 not ultra rapid, but there’s stacks of 
confidence there. very efficient to turn.

9 lovely in long turns where you can really 
get a lean on. front gets flappy on exit.

9 one issue, otherwise 20 storming laps. so 
much grip the front lifts too easily.

9 lovely and stable, soaks up bumps well and 
allows just enough rear movement.

9 would be a ten were in not for a few little 
squirms going on to the back straight.

9 consistent lean angles and grip levels 
demonstrated throughout second session.

9 so much drive from the rear, the shock gets 
swamped. with set-up it’d be stunning.
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� PRICE
£125 FRONT, £155/£160 REAR

� CONTACT
WWW.DUNLOPMOTORCYCLE.EU

Flip
Flop

Dunlop
gp racer d211 

W
hat the bloody hell is N-Tec? 
It’s just a FLA to us mere 
mortals. Any tyre that can 
run 17psi at the rear and 
offer what the GP Racer 
D211 offers has to be 

slightly intelligent, and the N-Tec theory 
works. A stupidly low pressure in a 
stupidly stiff carcass allows a large 
footprint as long as there’s temperature 
in the rubber. The D211s take ages to 
warm-up, and although not as sketchy 
as the R10s, it took three laps to get 
kneedown and any confi dence to push.

Pressures and technology aside, the standout 
feature is the rear-end grip, and how the GP Racer 
drives from apex to exit with utter stability. This 
was the only tyre that drove cleanly from throttle 
application all the way to clipping the kerb on the 
outside of the circuit. You can get on the gas harder 

and sooner with these puppies. Rather than sliding, 
the shock pumps because of the glue-like 
compound, and grip only dropped-off after nine 
laps, the rear starting to spin slightly. 

Such was the intensity of the grip, the front was 
pushing due to the rear’s stickiness. We were 

using the Endurance (hardest) compound 
but we wouldn’t want for any of the  
stickier compounds available. 

Steering is quite slow/progressive for 
a track tyre, and we had to hustle it more 
than its rivals. The D211 gradually feeds 

into a turn, rather than falling in and has a 
very neutral profi le at the front. With all the 

glitz and glamour coming from the rear, the front 
can feel a little vague right on the edge, off the 
throttle. Overall feedback and limitations aren’t as 
obvious as most of the other tyres because of the 
lack of movement, but you just have to trust the 
Dunlop’s insane amount of outright grip.

 You just have to trust in the Dunlop 
D211’s insane amount of outright grip ”
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